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Review No. 118871 - Published 28 Dec 2014

Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 27 Dec 2014 13:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: XXX @Massagenn1
Website: http://www.massage-northampton.co.uk
Phone: 01604636440
Phone: 07565005165

The Premises:

Well known and as clean as ever. Receptionist particularly helpful today as fewer staff on than
usual and those on had Xmas travel issues but she could not have been more helpful or will so in
the end had a very convenient booking made.

The Lady:

Always looked elegant in her photos as I had hankered over visiting Rose for a long time over a
period when I was not actually punting. In the flesh she is taller and I would have said taller than the
5' 6 given in her stats with a healthy figure. Her hair is long and dark blonde and she has an
attractive face with a ready smile.

The Story:

Slovakian but good English and willing to chat and to make jokes and be cheeky if you give off the
right vibe.
I thought I would go back to a former practice from years ago and start with a massage of Rose and
she was happy enough and soon relaxed when she realised I was going to do a sensible massage
and not be poking into at her. Chatted throughout and she contrived to give me a foot wank at the
same time.
The massage included occasional kissing, occasional nipple licking and after her owo on me I took
off her pants and reversed the oral which she responded to well.
Then sex and Rose felt very good and would adopt any position I suggested and we had a mutually
good time.
Nothing out of the ordinary - i wasn't looking for that - and nothing I wanted to do was denied. very
enjoyable, very good banter and certainly a girl I would very happily see again.
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